Introduction {#sec1-2058460117751565}
============

Diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is undergoing a revival in its application in tumor imaging. Many studies have revealed the potential of diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) in the detection, diagnosis, and treatment monitoring of various cancers ([@bibr1-2058460117751565],[@bibr2-2058460117751565]), including breast cancer ([@bibr3-2058460117751565]) and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) ([@bibr4-2058460117751565]). Recent work has emphasized the importance of non-Gaussian diffusion, which can be investigated using high b values ([@bibr5-2058460117751565],[@bibr6-2058460117751565]), as non-Gaussian diffusion is more sensitive to water diffusion hindrance by tissue constitutive elements (cell membranes, fibers, etc.), which might be denser in malignant tissues ([@bibr7-2058460117751565]). A higher degree of diffusion hindrance is expected with an increase in diffusion time, as more water molecules have a chance to encounter obstacles. Indeed, the dependency of measured diffusion parameters on diffusion time has been reported in the normal rat brain ([@bibr8-2058460117751565]) and in tumors implanted in the mouse brain ([@bibr9-2058460117751565],[@bibr10-2058460117751565]). Although diffusion MR-derived parameters were found to be useful for the differentiation of various malignant and benign lesions ([@bibr5-2058460117751565],[@bibr11-2058460117751565],[@bibr12-2058460117751565]), to the best of our knowledge, perfusion-related intravoxel incoherent motion (IVIM) and non-Gaussian diffusion MR parameters and their diffusion-time dependence have not been investigated. Their change with different diffusion times may provide important information to characterize tumor tissues and microstructures.

The aim of our study was to investigate the dependency of perfusion-related IVIM parameters (fIVIM and D\*) and non-Gaussian diffusion parameters (ADC~0~ and kurtosis) MR on the diffusion time in three human cancer xenograft models (based on MDA-MB-231, HepG2, and PLC/PRF/5 cell lines) using a preclinical model at 7-T MRI.

Material and Methods {#sec2-2058460117751565}
====================

Animals and tumor implantation {#sec3-2058460117751565}
------------------------------

All animal experiments were approved by the Kyoto University Animal Care Committee. One human breast cancer cell line (MDA-MB-231) and two HCC cell lines (HepG2 and PLC/PRF/5), obtained from American Type Culture Collection, Manassas VA, USA, were cultured in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium with 10% fetal bovine serum and 1% penicillin streptomycin. MDA-MB-231 cells (4 × 10^6^) were subcutaneously inoculated into the right hind limbs of eight immunodeficient mice (ICR nu/nu 6--8-week-old females; Charles River Laboratories Japan, Yokohama, Japan). HepG2 and PLC/PRF/5 cells (8 × 10^6^) were subcutaneously inoculated into both hind limbs of four and three immunodeficient mice (Balb/c nu/nu 6--8-week-old females; Charles River Laboratories Japan), respectively. Xenografts were allowed to grow for 7--11 weeks to develop tumors of suitable size.

MRI acquisitions {#sec4-2058460117751565}
----------------

The mice were anesthetized with 1--3% isoflurane in air and maintained still in the magnet using ear bars and a bite bar connected to a nose cone. Respiration and rectal temperature were continuously monitored using an MR-compatible monitoring system (Model 1025, SA Instruments, Inc., Stony Brook NY, USA). The rectal temperature was maintained between 34--37℃.

The mice were imaged on a 7-T MRI scanner (Bruker Biospec, Ettlingen, Germany) using a 1H quadrature transmit/receive volume coil. Effective diffusion time can be approximated as (Δ-δ/3) (ignoring imaging gradient pulses), where δ is the duration of the diffusion gradient pulses and Δ is the interval between the onset of the two diffusion gradient pulses. DWI images were acquired using two different diffusion times: the short diffusion time corresponded to the shortest achievable on our preclinical scanner, while the long diffusion time was chosen to be comparable to what is used on clinical scanners (diffusion gradient duration \[δ\] 7.2 ms, and diffusion gradient separation \[Δ\] 12 ms and 30 ms, resulting in effective diffusion times of 9.6 and 27.6 ms, respectively) and 19 b values (0, 5, 10, 20, 30, 50, 70, 100, 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, 3500, and 4000 s/mm^2^). The two diffusion times and 19 b values were chosen to keep the total acquisition time compatible with a stable anesthetic status for each animal. The SE-EPI acquisition parameters were set as follows: resolution = 250 × 250 µm^2^; matrix size = 100 × 100, field of view (FOV) = 25 × 25 mm^2^; slice thickness = 1.5 mm; minimum TE compatible with the highest b value to optimize signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (31.6 ms and 46.9 ms for the short and long diffusion times, respectively); TR = 2500 ms; eight averages; and four segments. The total acquisition time was 50 min 40 s.

T2-weighted (T2W) images were acquired using a Rapid Acquisition with Relaxation Enhancement (RARE) sequence with the following parameters: resolution = 195 × 195 µm^2^; matrix size = 128 × 128; FOV = 25 × 25 mm^2^; slice thickness = 1.5 mm; effective TE = 56 ms; RARE factor = 8; TR = 2500 ms; and four averages. The total acquisition was 2 min 40 s.

Data analysis {#sec5-2058460117751565}
-------------

The data analysis was performed on a region-of-interest (ROI) basis using in-house software developed in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). ROIs in the tumors were drawn manually using the T2W imaging as a reference to avoid necrotic or hemorrhagic areas. Mean values of perfusion-related IVIM and diffusion parameters were retrieved for each ROI.

Signals acquired for each diffusion time at b \> 500 s/mm^2^ (free from perfusion-related IVIM effects) were first fitted using the non-Gaussian diffusion kurtosis model^5^: $$\text{S}(\text{b}) = \lbrack\{\text{S}_{0}\text{diffexp}\lbrack - \text{bADC}_{0} + (\text{bADC}_{0})^{2}\text{K}/6\rbrack\}^{2} + \text{NCF}\rbrack^{1/2}$$ where $\text{S}(\text{b})$ is raw signal intensity, $\text{S}_{0}\text{diff}$ is the theoretical signal that would be obtained at b = 0 s/mm^2^ taking only the tissue diffusion component into account, and $\text{NCF}$ (noise floor correction factor) is a parameter that characterizes the "intrinsic" Rician noise contribution observed at low signal intensities within amplitude-reconstructed MR images. Noise floor was estimated from the average image background noise across runs ([@bibr5-2058460117751565]).

As a second step, the fitted diffusion signal component was subtracted from the measured signal acquired with b \< 500 s/mm^2^ and the remaining signal was fitted using the perfusion-related IVIM model ([@bibr5-2058460117751565]) to get estimates of the flowing blood fraction, fIVIM, and the pseudodiffusion, D\*. $$\text{Sivim}(\text{b}) = \text{S}_{0}\text{ivimexp}( - \text{bD}^{*})$$ and $$\text{fIVIM} = \text{S}_{0}\text{ivim}/(\text{S}_{0}\text{ivim} + \text{S}_{0}\text{diff})$$ where $\text{Sivim}$ is the raw signal intensity after the diffusion component has been removed and $\text{S}_{0}\text{ivim}$ is the theoretical signal from perfusion-related IVIM at b = 0 s/mm^2^.

A composite, synthetic apparent diffusion coefficient (sADC) was also calculated to generate parametric maps of diffusion changes with the diffusion time as: $$\text{sADC} = \text{ln}\lbrack\text{S}(\text{Lb})/\text{S}(\text{Hb})\rbrack/(\text{Hb} - \text{Lb})$$ where Lb is a "low key b value" and Hb is a "high key b value" optimized to obtain the highest overall sensitivity to minute changes in both ADC~0~ (Gaussian diffusion approximation) and K (non-Gaussian diffusion) induced by changes in tissue microstructure ([@bibr13-2058460117751565]). Based on the average ADC~0~ and K values obtained in the tissues used in this study, the values for Lb and Hb were set to 438 and 2584 s/mm^2^, respectively. Maps of sADC changes were computed on a voxel-by-voxel basis as: $$\text{sADCchange} = 100*(\text{sADCshort}/\text{sADClong} - 1)$$

The diffusion and perfusion-related IVIM parameters with the different diffusion times were compared using a paired *t*-test. *P* values less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant. All the statistical analysis was performed by using statistical software Medcalc (version 11.3.2.0, Mariakierke, Belgium).

Results {#sec6-2058460117751565}
=======

The mean and standard deviation of the tumor diameters in the MDA-MB-231 (n = 8), HepG2 (n = 7), and PLC/PRF/5 (n = 6) groups were 12.66 ± 2.90, 10.03 ± 2.02, and 10.87 ± 2.47 mm, respectively. Diffusion and perfusion-related IVIM values depending on the different diffusion times in MDA-MB-231, HepG2, and PLC/PRF/5 tumor xenograft models are provided in [Table 1](#table1-2058460117751565){ref-type="table"}. Box-and-whisker plots of ADC~0~ and K values against the diffusion times in the xenograft models of breast cancer and HCC are summarized in [Figs 1](#fig1-2058460117751565){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#fig2-2058460117751565){ref-type="fig"}. Table 1.Diffusion and perfusion-related IVIM values with the two diffusion times in three cancer xenograft models.Breast cancer (MDA-MB-231)HCC (HepG2)9.6 ms27.6 msChange (%)*P* value9.6 ms27.6 msChange (%)*P* valueADC~0~ (10^--3^mm^2^/s)0.74 ± 0.100.61 ± 0.07--16.5 ± 14.3**0.0163**0.76 ± 0.150.60 ± 0.07--18.5 ± 16.9**0.0351**K0.62 ± 0.100.84 ± 0.1536.0 ± 16.8**0.0003**0.55 ± 0.260.91 ± 0.2892.4 ± 94.0**0.0007**fIVIM (%)7.68 ± 3.9910.94 ± 10.499.6 ± 151.30.33289.57 ± 8.2113.48 ± 7.74--7.9 ± 121.10.1640D\* (10^--3^mm^2^/s)6.08 ± 2.035.52 ± 098--2.3 ± 29.60.51245.00 ± 0.006.51 ± 2.9030.1 ± 58.00.2188HCC (PLC/PRF/5)9.6 ms27.6 msChange (%)*P* valueADC~0~ (10^--3^mm^2^/s)1.05 ± 0.090.90 ± 0.11--14.0 ± 9.7**0.0170**K0.51 ± 0.090.50 ± 0.13--3.3 ± 16.20.7034fIVIM (%)8.31 ± 10.599.88 ± 8.75--144.6 ± 170.90.7482D\* (10^--3^mm^2^/s)11.21 ± 8.2316.57 ± 18.42103.7 ± 211.70.5569[^1] Fig. 1.Box-and-whisker plots of ADC~0~ values against the diffusion times in the xenograft models of breast cancer (MDA-MB-231) and HCC (HepG2 and PLC/PRF/5). \**P* \< 0.05, comparison of ADC~0~ values against diffusion times in each cell line. Fig. 2.Box-and-whisker plots of K values against the diffusion times in the xenograft models of breast cancer (MDA-MB-231) and HCC (HepG2 and PLC/PRF/5). \*\**P* \< 0.01, comparison of K values against diffusion times in each cell line.

ADC~0~ values significantly decreased in the MDA-MB-231, HepG2, and PLC/PRF/5 groups (*P* = 0.0163, 0.0351, and 0.0170, respectively) when the diffusion time was increased from 9.6 ms to 27.6 ms. The average ADC~0~ decrease was similar for all tumor types (−16.5%, −18.5%, and −14.0%, respectively). There was a significant increase in K value (*P* = 0.0003 and 0.0007) with the increased diffusion time in MDA-MB-231 and HepG2 groups. There was no significant difference in K value with different diffusion times in the PLC/PRF/5 group (*P* = 0.70). The average increase in K was very high for both MDA-MB-231 and HepG2 groups (36.0% and 92.4%, respectively), confirming the large increase in diffusion hindrance with the increased diffusion time. There was no significant change in fIVIM and D\* values with the increased diffusion time in the MDA-MB-231, HepG2, and PLC/PRF/5 groups.

A plot example of the diffusion-weighted signal decay in the MDA-MB-231 xenograft model is shown in [Fig. 3](#fig3-2058460117751565){ref-type="fig"}. Representative sADC maps with short and long diffusion times, as well as maps of their sADC change, are shown in [Figs 4](#fig4-2058460117751565){ref-type="fig"}[](#fig5-2058460117751565){ref-type="fig"}--[6](#fig6-2058460117751565){ref-type="fig"}. The patterns of sADC changes with diffusion time were highly heterogeneous in some tumors, revealing tissue features that were not readily visible in the native diffusion-weighted and anatomical images. Fig. 3.Comparison of DW signal decay plots in the MDA-MB-231 xenograft model. DW-MRI signal attenuation at two different diffusion times as a function of b values within the MDA-MB-231 xenograft model (their MR images are shown in [Fig. 4](#fig4-2058460117751565){ref-type="fig"}). Red circle: raw signals with short diffusion time (9.6 ms), blue cross: fitted signals with short diffusion time (9.6 ms), yellow circle: raw signals with long diffusion time (27.6 ms), green cross: fitted signals with long diffusion time (27.6 ms). Fig. 4.MR images of an implanted breast cancer (MDA-MB-231) xenograft model. (a) T2W image, (b) DWI, (c, d) sADC maps with short diffusion time (9.6 ms) and long diffusion time (27.6 ms), and (e) sADC change map. Arrow on T2W image indicates the tumor (13.4 mm in diameter). The tumor shows relatively high (yellow-green) sADC at the short diffusion time and low (blue) sADC at the long diffusion time. In contrast, muscle shows high (red-yellow) sADC at both diffusion times. The sADC change in the tumor is striking, while there is very little sADC change in the muscle. Fig. 5.MR images of a breast cancer (MDA-MB-231) xenograft model. (a) T2W imaging, (b) DWI, (c, d) sADC maps with short diffusion time (9.6 ms) and long diffusion time (27.6 ms), and (e) sADC change map. Arrow on T2W imaging indicates the tumor (16.0 mm in diameter). sADC change in the central part of the tumor can be appreciated only on the sADC change map. Fig. 6.MR images of a HCC (PLC/PRF/5) xenograft model. (a) T2W imaging, (b) DWI, (c, d) sADC maps with short diffusion time (9.6 ms) and long diffusion time (27.6 ms), and (e) sADC change map. Arrow on T2W imaging indicates the tumor (11.0 mm in diameter). The tumor is homogenous, and sADC clearly decreased with the longer diffusion time.

[Fig. 7](#fig7-2058460117751565){ref-type="fig"} shows the hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained images of the three tumor xenograft models. The cellularity appears different among the three models (quantitative data not shown). Fig. 7.H&E images of three tumor xenograft models in the study. (a) MDA-MB-231, (b) HepG2, and (c) PLC/PRF/5 tumor xenograft models (magnification 400×, scale-bar = 20 µm).

Discussion {#sec7-2058460117751565}
==========

In this study, perfusion-related IVIM and non-Gaussian diffusion parameters and their variations with short and long diffusion times were acquired in xenograft models of breast cancer and HCC. Such diffusion-time dependence of non-Gaussian diffusion has rarely been evaluated in vivo in xenograft models. A previous study investigated non-Gaussian diffusion signal behavior with diffusion times using a bi-exponential model in a glioma xenograft model, but not in the framework of the diffusion kurtosis model, which is becoming popular ([@bibr10-2058460117751565]). Changes in ADC values (Gaussian diffusion approximation) with diffusion times in cellular expression of aquaporin-1 (AQP) have been reported; however, these examinations were performed in vitro and not in a xenograft model ([@bibr14-2058460117751565]).

Non-Gaussian diffusion parameters, such as ADC~0~ and K, provide information on tissue microstructure. The significant decrease of ADC~0~ values and the increase in K values observed in MDA-MB-231 and HepG2 tumors with the higher diffusion time are compatible with the assumption that diffusion hindrance increases with increasing diffusion time, as more water molecules hit many boundaries, such as cell membranes. Such changes could be observed because of the gradient hardware available on preclinical MRI scanners, allowing a broad range of diffusion times to be reached while keeping high b values. With clinical MRI scanners, achievable diffusion times are somewhat longer (30--60 ms) owing to the limitation in gradient hardware ([@bibr8-2058460117751565]), although the availability of new, stronger gradient hardware might help in the near future. Long diffusion times may result in the maximization of water exchange effects between tissue compartments that become completely mixed (Gaussian phase). The shorter diffusion times allowed on preclinical scanners preserve the nature of different water pools in tumors, if they exist, to some extent. Hence, the variation of the diffusion parameters with the diffusion time provides indirect information on tissue function and structure (cell geometry and packing, membrane permeability) ([@bibr8-2058460117751565],[@bibr15-2058460117751565]).

Interestingly, the amplitude of ADC~0~ changes was similar for all tumor types, although the intrinsic diffusion parameter values (ADC~0~ and K) were very different. In the PLC/PRF/5 group, while ADC~0~ values decreased when the diffusion time changed from 9.6 ms to 27.6 ms, K remained stable. In contrast, there was a notable shift of K values in the MDA-MB-231 and HepG2 groups. The decrease in ADC~0~ value with longer diffusion time observed in our three tumor models is in agreement with the ADC decrease reported in rat brain cortex ([@bibr8-2058460117751565]) linked to diffusion hindrance in the neuropile. In tumor tissue, cancer cells (10--15 µm) ([@bibr16-2058460117751565]) are much bigger than most of the cellular elements in the brain cortex of rats (\<1 µm) ([@bibr8-2058460117751565]), while higher cellularity in tumors will lead to more obstacles such as cell membranes, and the hindrance effect observed at high b values is expected to be more prominent, which might result in the change in ADC~0~ and K in xenograft models. Interestingly, an ADC increase has been reported in cells expressing human AQP1 water channel ([@bibr14-2058460117751565]). Non-Gaussian diffusion imaging using different diffusion times might have the potential to evaluate AQP receptor density and activity in tumors known to overexpress AQP receptors.

The observed kurtosis behavior with diffusion time may thus reflect differences in the tumor tissue microstructures. Indeed, differences in the expression levels of extracellular matrix and E-cadherin between HepG2 and PLC/PRF/5 cells have been reported ([@bibr17-2058460117751565]). The change of K value with diffusion time has been reported as biphasic in the rat brain by Pyatigorskaya et al. ([@bibr8-2058460117751565]). The authors found the first increase in K value from 0.35 to 0.61 at very short diffusion times (1.9--9.2 ms), as diffusion hindrance increased. Then, K value decreased from 0.61 to 0.51 at relatively longer diffusion times (9.2--29.2 ms) when diffusion of water becomes homogeneous throughout the tissue (Gaussian approximation). Hence, the absence of changes in K observed in PLC/PRF/5 tumor xenografts suggests that water diffusion was probably in the Gaussian approximation range at the diffusion times used in this study. This finding points out to a limitation of this study, namely the use of only two diffusion times. This limitation resulted from the requirement to keep the total acquisition time compatible with a stable anesthetic status for each animal, considering that 19 b value signals were acquired.

A mild increase in fIVIM was noted, although the difference was not significant, as in another study investigating IVIM in measuring cerebral perfusion ([@bibr18-2058460117751565]). No significant difference of D\* was found among any tumor groups.

Maps of sADC changes were useful to highlight features in the tissues that were clearly heterogeneous, a new method of tumor characterization. Such maps combine effects of both Gaussian (ADC~0~) and non-Gaussian (K) diffusion. For instance, the area with the largest sADC change corresponds to the area with low sADC value at the longer diffusion time in tumor, suggesting the most proliferating or active part of the tumor ([Figs. 4](#fig4-2058460117751565){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#fig6-2058460117751565){ref-type="fig"}). However, no sADC change was observed in the center of some tumors, although sADC was low, and there were no findings of necrosis on T2W imaging or DW images in [Fig. 5](#fig5-2058460117751565){ref-type="fig"} or in the H&E image in [Fig. 7](#fig7-2058460117751565){ref-type="fig"}. This pattern might reflect some evolution in the cells' aggressiveness. Further investigation, including histopathological correlation as well as the in vivo association between diffusion times and membrane water channels, such as aquaporins, is needed. Individual sADC values, however, were found noisy and were not reported, as the sADC is calculated using only two b values, while ADC~0~ and K were estimated taking into account all 19 b value acquisitions.

Although previous literature suggests no significant difference of mean diffusivity (MD) values with TE, both at 1.5-T and 3-T in white matter of rhesus monkeys ([@bibr19-2058460117751565]), one limitation of our study is that two different TEs were used, depending on the diffusion time, to minimize the TE value for each sequence to optimize SNR; hence, the DW signal acquired at each diffusion time had a different degree of T2 weighting. In principle, T2 effects are removed when calculating diffusion intrinsic parameters (ADC~0~ and K), with the model used for this study. However, the Kurtosis model is only an approximation and TE dependence might exist, as the tissue components present in each image voxel likely have different T2s. However, as shown in the supplementary figure, variations of the diffusion parameters with the diffusion times were much larger than with TEs, indicating that the diffusion time is the most significant factor affecting the diffusion parameters.

Furthermore, the flowing blood fraction of the perfusion-related IVIM model (fIVIM) is T2W, as the blood and tissue have different T2 values. However, no significant difference in fIVIM values were found with the two diffusion times, although different TE values were used. Last, variable tumor tissue components with different diffusion coefficients could also have some influence on the changes in diffusion and IVIM parameters ([@bibr20-2058460117751565]).

Our results also underline the sensitivity of estimated diffusion parameters to diffusion time owing to the hindrance effect observed at high b values, and demonstrate the effect of the diffusion time on quantitative diffusion measurements. This is an important point to consider for the reproducible application of quantitative diffusion MRI, as the diffusion time is not commonly reported in routine clinical MRI. Breast tissues have been proven to be time-dependent at very long diffusion times as well ([@bibr21-2058460117751565]). Hence, there is a need to routinely provide diffusion times and TEs when reporting and interpreting diffusion parameter values, both in preclinical and clinical settings. This is especially true in multi-center studies, as diffusion times may vary across protocols, sites, or MRI vendors, even when using the same set of b values. Non-Gaussian diffusion MR parameters were diffusion time-dependent in the breast cancer and HCC xenograft models. A heterogeneous sADC change was noted in tumors using two different diffusion times. The interpretation of ADC~0~ and K value needs caution when acquired with different diffusion times. Clearly, further work is necessary to validate our findings with a larger sample to increase statistical significance, as well as with other tumor models.

In conclusion, diffusion MR parameters in breast cancer and HCC xenograft models showed diffusion time-dependence. This time dependence might provide insight on water compartmentalization and exchange in tissues, a potential source of characterization. Our results emphasize the importance of reporting diffusion times with DWI data.
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[^1]: Change is the percentage change (%) of parameter values at 9.6 ms and 27.6 ms. *P* values less than 0.05 were considered to indicate statistical significance.
